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PAST

While breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed

cancer among women, the burden of disease dispropor-

tionately falls on Black women, who are more frequently

diagnosed at advanced stages and have higher mortality

rates. Previous studies have identified socioeconomic bar-

riers to treatment and diagnosis, higher rates of aggressive

tumor phenotypes, and earlier age of onset as factors

contributing to this observed disparity.1 While neoadjuvant

chemotherapy (NAC) has proven useful in reducing overall

morbidity and mortality among breast cancer patients,

White women are more likely to complete NAC treatment,

and Black women are more likely to experience nodal

recurrence after NAC.2 Combined, these observed patterns

demonstrate a significant and concerning outcome disparity

between non-Hispanic White and Black patients.

PRESENT

Our analysis revealed a continuing pattern of adverse

socioeconomic variables in Black women, including lower

income, educational attainment, and rates of insurance

coverage. In examining tumor and clinical features, Black

women showed a higher proportion of advanced disease,

more poorly differentiated tumors, lower response rates to

chemotherapy, and lower likelihood of receiving

immunotherapy. White women were more likely to receive

breast-conserving surgery and sentinel lymph node biopsy

versus axillary lymph node dissection (ALND).3 The dis-

proportionate use of ALND in Black women is a

disconcerting finding considering the higher complication

rates, especially lymphedema.

FUTURE

The devastating impact of COVID-19 on minority

communities has forced us to confront health disparities

across many diseases, including breast cancer.4 There

remains an urgent need to investigate differences in out-

come and understand the factors contributing to disparities.

Future interventions must be directed by qualitative studies

focused on elucidation of patient preferences, cultural

beliefs, and surgeon practice patterns to address disparate

treatment. A challenge for healthcare providers is to ana-

lyze our own clinical decision-making to recognize the

unconscious biases that lead to inequity.

FUNDING The National Cancer Database (NCDB) is a joint pro-

ject of the Commission on Cancer (CoC) of the American College of

Surgeons and the American Cancer Society. The CoC’s NCDB and

the hospitals participating in the CoC’s NCDB are the source of the

deidentified data referenced herein; they have not verified and are not

responsible for the statistical validity of the data analysis or the

conclusions derived by the authors.
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